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1. DC-4 System Description
The DC-4 system is designed to monitor, control and indicate combustion chamber pressure, and,
if necessary, automatically shut down the burner if inadequate pressure is sensed for a preset
period of time. Factory-set jumpers enable operation on appropriate flame safeguards and
parallel positioning systems. The standard DC-4 comes with a -3.0 to +3.0 inches water column
(in. w.c.) differential pressure transmitter and a +0.07 to +0.15 in w.c. adjustable low draft switch
(low draft implies high combustion chamber pressure). Other ranges are available if requiredconsult factory (or refer to DC-4 Sequence Overfire Draft Controls: Model Identification and
Pricing Worksheet). The panel-top mounted LCD text display indicates draft conditions between 3.0 and +3.0 in. w.c. and damper motor status. For example, the DC-4 system will work with a
design combustion chamber pressure of +0.5 in. w.c. draft. Typical set points for a desired +0.5
in. w.c. are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Typical Draft Control Setpoints
The control’s deadband (no movement of draft damper) is between the upper and lower setpoints.
If the combustion pressure decreases below the lower activation point, the damper motor closes
the draft damper and the combustion chamber pressure increases. If the combustion pressure
increases above the upper activation point, the damper motor opens the draft damper and the
combustion chamber pressure decreases. If the pressure reading is within either proportional
band, the motor will pulse on and off, effectively slowing the damper motor as it nears the desired
draft range to help prevent overshooting the desired draft setpoint.
The Open/Close/Auto selector switch is used to choose the operating mode of the DC-4 draft
control system. In the Open mode, the burner will operate with the damper motor in the open
position. The draft control will operate as described above while in the Auto mode. The Close
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mode will shut the damper motor and disable the burner. This switch is useful for
troubleshooting and during the installation of the system to stroke the linkage and for use as a
local switch to shutdown the burner.
If the sensor should fail or if the sensor wiring becomes disconnected, the damper will open
and the display will annunciate a “Sensor Out of Range” alarm. On the following call for heat
cycle, the damper motor will still be held open. This will cause the burner to not progress in
its firing sequence because the low fire start interlock circuit will not be complete.

2. DC-4 for Negative Draft Control
The system can be equipped with draft controlling devices suitable for natural or induced
negative-draft applications. For example, the DC-4 system could be used on a boiler with a
design combustion chamber pressure of -0.07 in w.c. draft. This system would be equipped with
the standard -3.0 to +3.0 differential pressure transmitter and a low draft switch (i.e. high
combustion chamber pressure switch) adjustable from +0.07 to +0.15 in w.c. The upper activation
point is -0.05 in w.c., and the lower draft setpoint is -0.10 in w.c. The low draft switch prevents
burner operation under positive pressure conditions by being set at +0.07 in w.c.

Figure 2: Example Draft Control Setpoints for Negative Draft Application
Figure 2 shows the setpoint relationship. If the combustion pressure decreases below the lower
activation point, the damper motor closes the draft damper and the combustion chamber pressure
increases. If the combustion chamber pressure increases above the upper activation point, the
damper motor opens the draft damper and the combustion chamber pressure decreases. If the
pressure reading is within either proportional band, the motor will pulse on and off, effectively
slowing the damper motor as it nears the desired draft range to help prevent overshoot.
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The included low draft switch interrupts the burner’s air switch (non-recycle interlock) circuit if the
combustion pressure draft decreases below the setpoint of the switch (combustion pressure is too
high). A low draft condition must exist until the delay-on-break timer has timed out (relay opens
the circuit). Once the relay times out, the burner’s air switch circuit will open, and the low draft
light will illuminate to annunciate the fault. The adjustable timer is typically set from 5 to 8
seconds. Do not exceed 8 seconds.

3. DC-4 Sequence of Operation for Modulation Motor Equipped Burners
Note: Active PLC input and Output LEDs designated by I-x.x or Q-x.x in parenthesis,
respectively. Q-2.X refers to inputs on the PLC expansion module. Input I-0.0 is factory
set for use with modulation motor equipped burners or with stand alone parallel
positioning systems.
1. Initial conditions: Open/Close/Auto switch is in auto (I-0.3), system at standby, call for
heat satisfied, flame safeguard is not locked out, and the stack damper is in the closed
position. When a call for heat (I-2.6) is received, the burner’s flame safeguard energizes
the blower motor (I-2.5). The draft control system detects the energized blower motor and
the “drive to high fire purge” signal (I-2.0), the draft damper is driven to the full open
position (Q-0.1 opens damper). The damper motor’s purge interlock switch is wired in
series with the burner’s mod motor purge interlock switch, so that both motors must be in
the full open position to begin the prepurge timing. After the prepurge timing is complete,
the flame safeguard drives the burner’s mod motor to the closed position in preparation
for light off. The damper motor is driven toward the closed position (Q-0.2) until it makes
the low fire start interlock switch in the draft damper motor. The variable setting of this
switch provides the user with an “adjustable start position”. When this adjustable start
position switch makes (I-2.7) and the burner’s comparable switch makes, then the flame
safeguard’s low fire start input is made allowing the flame safeguard to proceed to pilot
light off.
2. Once pilot and main flame have been proven, the burner goes into modulation mode (I2.1). The Modulation lamp will be illuminated and the draft controller is allowed to
modulate the stack damper to maintain the desired draft condition by energizing Q-0.1
and Q-0.2 as needed. The LCD display will also state the status of these outputsDamper Opening, Damper Closing, or Damper Inactive.
3. When the call for heat is satisfied and the modulation signal is removed, the flame
safeguard begins the postpurge sequence and the stack damper is driven to the open
position. Once the postpurge is complete, the stack damper is driven shut to retain heat
in the boiler.
4. If a safety lockout/flame failure occurs (I-2.2), the damper motor drives open and keeps
the damper in the full open position until the flame safeguard control is reset. The Flame
Failure lamp is illuminated as well. If a low draft condition has occurred (I-2.4), the Low
Draft lamp (Q-0.6) will illuminate in lieu of the Flame Failure lamp. In some control
scenarios, both lamps may illuminate.
5. If the High Stack Temperature (-TC) option is present, the control will signal the PLC that
an alarm has occurred through input I-2.3. The High Temp light (Q-0.4) will be illuminated
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as well.
6. If the Open/Closed/Auto switch is in the Open position (I-0.2), the burner will be allowed to
fire. The low fire start input will be bypassed by the switch, so its input, I-2.7, will be
illuminated.

4. DC-4 Sequence of Operation for Parallel Positioning Systems
Note: Active PLC input and Output LEDs designated by I-x.x or Q-x.x in parenthesis,
respectively. Input I-0.1 is factory set for use with parallel positioning equipped burners
with integral flame safeguards.
1. Initial Conditions: Open/Close/Auto switch is in auto (I-0.3), system at standby, call for heat
satisfied, flame safeguard is not locked out, and the stack damper is in the closed position.
When a call for heat (I-2.6) is received, the burner’s flame safeguard energizes the blower
motor (I-2.5). The draft control system detects the energized blower motor the draft damper
is driven to the full open position (Q-0.1 opens damper). When the stack damper motor is
proven open (I-2.0), the Prepurge timer begins to count (reference section 6.3). Q-0.7
makes to signal the flame safeguard or a relay to tell the system that the damper is open.
The timer value should be set as required to closely match the speed of the burner’s servo
motor moving to the purge position and prepurge time. After this timer times out, the stack
damper motor is driven toward the closed position (Q-0.2) until it makes the low fire start
interlock switch in the draft damper motor. The variable setting of this switch provides the
user with an “adjustable start position”. When this adjustable start position switch makes
(I-2.7) and the burner’s servo is at low fire, the flame safeguard will proceed to pilot light
off. Q-1.0 makes to signal the flame safeguard or a relay that the unit is in this position.
2. Once pilot and main flame have been proven, the burner goes into modulation mode. This
is detected by monitoring the fuel valve (I-2.1) which starts the modulation delay timer.
(reference section 6.3) The Modulation lamp will be illuminated (Q-1.1) and the draft
controller is allowed to modulate the stack damper to maintain the desired draft condition
by energizing Q-0.1 and Q-0.2 as needed. The LED display will also state the status of
these outputs- Damper Opening, Damper Closing, or Damper Inactive.
3. When the call for heat is satisfied and the fuel valve signal is removed, the flame
safeguard begins the post purge sequence and the stack damper is driven to the open
position. This opening time is determined by the postpurge timer (reference section 6.3).
Once the postpurge is complete, the stack damper is driven shut to retain heat in the
boiler.
4. If a safety lockout/flame failure occurs (I-2.2), the damper motor drives open and keeps the
damper in the full open position until the flame safeguard control is reset. The Flame
Failure lamp is illuminated as well. If a low draft condition has occurred (I-2.4), the Low
Draft lamp (Q-0.6) will illuminate in lieu of the Flame Failure lamp. In some control
scenarios, both lamps may illuminate.
5. If the High Stack Temperature (-TC) option is present, the control will signal the PLC that
an alarm has occurred through input I-2.3. The High Temp light (Q-0.4) will be illuminated
as well.
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6. If the Open/Close/Auto switch is in the Open position (I-0.2), the burner will be allowed to
fire. The low fire start and purge position outputs will be on as long as the damper is
proven to be in the open position.

5. Installation
The DC-4 system is mounted in the burner’s electrical enclosure. Remote wall mounted or free
standing enclosures are optional. In these two cases, the box should be mounted in a vibrationfree area where the ambient temperature remains between 20 and 120 degrees Fahrenheit. Note
that the pressure sensing line should be kept to a minimum length; long sensing lines will dampen
detection of chamber pressure fluctuations and may increase the response time of the system.
The sensing line attached to the boiler must be installed to sense combustion chamber pressure.
For Firebox boilers, if there is no connection on the side of the boiler for a sensing line, the
sensing line may be connected to a fitting placed in the firebox door. For Scotch Marine Boilers,
the sensing line may be connected at the observation port in the back of the boiler. The sensing
line size and sensing location in the heat exchanger must comply with any applicable local
approval agencies.
The Power Flame recommended minimum sampling line size is as follows:
Length of line from sensing point to control
Pipe I.D.
Less that 40 feet ……………………………………………………………………….3/4”
40 to 60 feet ………………………………………………………………..…………….1”
60 to 80 feet ………………………………………………………………………….1-1/4”
Runs should not exceed 80 feet.
When designing the pipe run, use a tee or cross fitting with plugs at each turn to allow for
easier pipe cleaning.
Note that tee or cross fittings have an effect equivalent to four feet of pipe. Add four feet
for each tee or cross when calculating overall line length.
When installing the pipe run, use piping dope to insure air-tight joints.
connection to the DC-4 panel is a ¼” OD one touch tubing fitting.

The final

All DC-4 systems ship with a #69 drilled orifice installed in the sampling line to dampen
pulsations. If the system response seems sluggish after lowering the damping factor to the lowest
value, remove the orifice from the line and replace with a 1/8” NPT short nipple.
The DC-4 system installer must build a bracket to properly support the damper motor. The
bracket design should be such that heat from the exhaust stack is not transferred to the damper
motor. The damper motor shaft should be mounted near the boiler flue at a height nearly equal to
the stack damper’s shaft. The stack damper shaft and the damper motor shaft should be parallel.
The linkage kit provided connects the damper motor shaft to the damper shaft. The –HD option
requires that a user-supplied ¾” NPT pipe of appropriate length be attached to the included stack
damper actuator ends. The Open/Close/Auto selector switch is useful to ensure full stroke and
smooth operation of the linkage. The wiring diagram provided with the burner and/or panel
depicts the electrical connections between the damper motor, the DC-4 panel (if applicable), and
the burner control panel. Follow all applicable National and Local Electrical Codes.
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6. DC-4 Setup
WARNING!
Do not setup the draft control system with burner running!
User settings 6.1 through 6.4 are set through the LCD text display mounted on the DC-4 electrical
panel. The main screen displays the current furnace pressure and the state of the damper motor’s
movement signals- opening, closing, or inactive. Figure 3 below shows a typical LCD display with
interface buttons.

Figure 3: LCD Text Display
Pressing the ESC button (escape) will bring the user to the menu screen. The up and down
directional buttons will scroll through the menus. Pressing the Enter button will enter the menu
and allows access to the sub menus as listed below. Other menu screens not listed below are for
factory use, and should not be modified. Each value may be modified by pressing the enter
button, which will make the cursor flash. The up and down arrow keys can be used to change the
value. The values will reset to the min or max values if the entered values are outside of the limits
listed for some of the below options. Pressing ESC will return the value to its previous setting
without modification. ESC will revert out of each submenu back to the menu selection screen.
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6.1

User Settings
1. Lower Activation Point: Value where damper motor will close if draft is less
that setpoint. Will reset to minimum transmitter value if entered value is less
than min. transmitter value.
2. Upper Activation Point: Value where damper motor will open if draft is more
than setpoint. Will reset to maximum transmitter value if the entered value is
more than the max transmitter value. Note: If the Upper Activation Point is lower
than the Lower Activation Point, the DC-4 will reset the lower value to the value
of the upper value.
3. Proportional Band: Band above upper activation point and below lower
activation point where damper motor moves in a slower manner by pulsing the
motor. Limited to 0.0-0.20.
4. Damping Factor: Incoming draft value is averaged to this factor. A value of 2
will have a fast response with little damping, a larger value will slow the
response due to averaging over a greater time period. Limited to 2-200.

6.2

Transmitter Setup
1. Minimum Transmitter Value: Entered in inches w.c. Factory set per ordered
pressure transmitter. May be changed in the field if transmitter range is
changed.
2. Maximum Transmitter Value: Entered in inches w.c. Factory set per ordered
pressure transmitter. May be changed in the field if transmitter range is
changed.

6.3

P.P.S. Setup
Only applicable to parallel positioning systems with built in flame safeguard.
Settings have no effect otherwise.
1. Prepurge Timer: Entered in seconds. Factory set to match the settings of the
applicable Parallel Positioning System plus the servo’s full-stroke movement time.
2. Postpurge Timer: Entered in seconds. Factory set to match the setting of the
applicable Parallel Positioning System plus the servo’s full-stroke movement time.
3. Damper Modulation Delay: Entered in seconds. Factory set to match the setting
of the applicable Parallel Positioning System.
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6.4

Modbus Setup
1. Address: Slave address of DC-4 system. Limited to 1-247. Cycle power to panel
after changing this value.
2. Baud Rate: Set to match the Baud rate of the Modbus Master. Limited to 9600 or
19200. See Appendix A for available Modbus addresses.
3. Error Screens:
interpretation.

6.5

Error code for Modbus commands.

Consult factory for

Low Draft Switch & Delay-On-Break Time Delay Relay Adjustment

To adjust the delay-on-break time delay relay:
1. Adjust the setpoint of the Dywer 1910 Differential Pressure switch by removing the
cover from the switch. A retaining screw on the bottom of the switch must be
loosened, then the cover may be removed by pulling up and out from the bottom.
Turn the slotted adjustment screw at the top of the switch clockwise to raise the
pressure set point or counter clockwise to lower the pressure setpoint.

WARNING!
Do not setup the draft control system with burner running!

2. Connect one lead of a voltmeter to any neutral terminal strip, such as “2”, on the
DC-4 panel. Connect the other lead to the normally open terminal of the low draft
switch (negative control systems connect to the normally closed terminal). When
the low draft switch is made, the meter will indicate 120 Volts AC.
3. Disconnect the sampling line from the bulkhead fitting on the bottom of the
enclosure. Connect plastic hose or tubing to the bulkhead fitting. Gently blow into
the hose or tubing (for negative systems gently inhale) until the draft switch trips as
indicated by the voltmeter. Hold your finger tightly over the end of the hose to
“trap” the air in the draft switch and transmitter sensing line for the purpose of
adjusting the setpoint. Bleed the line down slowly to the desired switch setpoint.
4. Reconnect the voltmeter to terminal “1” of the time delay relay. The relay will open
after the time delay period has lapsed. Time delay periods of 5-8 seconds are
normal.
5. Repeat the procedure above until the desired time delay period is achieved.
6. Reconnect the draft sampling line to the bulkhead fitting on the panel box.
Sequence the burner to verify operation of the draft control system, or proceed to
section 6.6.
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6.6

Zeroing the Differential Pressure Transmitter
1. Disconnect the sampling line from the bulkhead fitting on the bottom of the
enclosure.
2. Apply power to the DC-4 panel and allow the transmitter to stabilize for 10 minutes.
Ensure that the correct transmitter settings are set in the system. Reference
section 6.2 for procedure.
3. Draft pressure should read 0.00” w.c. on the DC-4 text display. If it does not, adjust
the zero setting on the Dwyer differential pressure transmitter with a small
screwdriver until it reads 0.00”. Counterclockwise rotation will lower the value,
clockwise will raise it. The span should not need to be adjusted in the field.
Reference Figure 4 for typical transmitter detail.

Figure 4: Differential Pressure Transmitter Detail
4. Reconnect the draft sampling line to the bulkhead fitting on the panel box.
Sequence the burner to verify operation of the draft control system.
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6.7

Optional Stack Temperature Monitor Adjustment (-TC option)

1. Install the thermocouple probe assembly provided into the stack. The thermocouple
comes with a stainless steel compression fitting that mounts into a customer-supplied
1/8” NPT half coupler. The end of the thermocouple should be placed near the center
of the exhaust stack. See Figure 5 below for illustration.

Figure 5. Thermocouple Installation Detail

2. Connect the thermocouple wire between the thermocouple probe and the DC-4 panel
per the wiring diagram. Ensure the properly colored wires are installed on their
respective terminals for proper temperature reading. The white wire is positive, and the
red is negative on a J-type thermocouple. Run the thermocouple wire in separate
conduit and route away from higher voltage lines within the panel to avoid potential
noise issues. The display will show “ooo” if the probe is not connected. The display
will show “---“ if the value is out of range. Either of these errors will cause the control’s
alarm to sound.
3. The temperature control on the DC-4 panels displays the temperature the probe is
sensing. To change the high stack temperature setpoint:
a. Press SET button. SP text will appear on the display
b. Press SET again. The setpoint value will be shown on the screen. The value
can be modified with the UP and DOWN arrow buttons.
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c. Press SET and DOWN at the same time to quit programming or wait one minute
for the control to automatically exit the programming mode.
4. The temperature control will sound an alarm, light the High Temperature lamp, and
shut the burner off if the Setpoint is exceeded. The alarm may be silenced by pressing
the SET and Down arrows at the same time. The display will alternate “Al” and the
current temperature. The alarm LED will be illuminated as well.
5. When the stack has cooled one degree below the setpoint, the control can be manually
reset by pressing RST button. At this time, the burner will be allowed to restart if all
other conditions are met.
6. All parameters are set at the Power Flame factory prior to shipment. All are the default
settings except r3=hoL and c3= Yes. See Appendix E for cutsheet.

6.8

Tuning Stack Damper Adjustable Start Switch

The DC-4 system requires adjustment to the draft damper motor’s end switch (also see
Section 3, Item 2 for details on the adjustable start draft role in the burner sequence of
operation). Note: this section only applicable for standard duty actuator. Please refer to
Appendix B for details on the Herculine motor included with the –HD option.
1. Cycle the burner and watch the draft indication on the TD200 to determine the desired
draft condition. Notice the position of the draft damper when the desired start draft is
measured.
2. Remove the damper motor cover. The inner auxiliary switch cam is coded blue. This
switch is factory set to make when the damper motor is in the full open position. The
outer auxiliary switch cam is coded red and must be set to the position where the
desired start draft is measured. Note that the outer switch is set to make on the “slow”
rise portion of the cam when the desired start draft is achieved. Consult M6184 end
switch adjustment details in Appendix C. This switch is factory set to make at
approximately 50% of the motor’s full stroke.
3. Cycle the burner again to ensure proper operation. The stack damper will move to the
full open position and then move back to the adjustable start position, and then allow
the burner system to proceed with light off and run periods.
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Appendix A

Modbus Address Mapping
The DC-4 system functions as a slave device on a Modbus network. The following PLC inputs
and outputs, selected values, and the draft value are available as read-only values to the Modbus
master. Refer to section 6.4 for selecting the Modbus address and Baud rate. Non-selectable
values are 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, no parity.
Modbus Address

DC-4 Function

40001
Averaged Draft value x 100
40002
Lower Activation Point x 100
40003
Upper Activation Point x 100
40004
Proportional Band setting x 100
40005
Damping Factor setting
40006: Least significant bit at top of list, to most significant bit at bottom of list.
(LSB)

(MSB)

Open Switch position
Auto Switch position
Drive to high fire input (FSG mode) or damper purge switch made, PPS mode
Modulation mode input (FSG mode) or Fuel valve input, PPS mode
Flame Failure/Lockout input
Motor On input
Limit Circuit Closed input
Damper Adjustable start switch input made in auto mode
Output to close Damper motor
Output to open damper motor
High stack temperature condition
Flame Failure condition
Low Draft condition
Start release relay, PPS mode
Low Fire relay, PPS mode
Closed switch position

A

Appendix B
Troubleshooting Tips
The following troubleshooting guide can help the service technician to quickly diagnose and
solve many problems.
Problem: Motor will not move as expected
Solutions: Ensure Open/Close/Auto switch is in the correct position.
Move Open/Close/Auto switch to the close position. Damper should close.
Move Open/Close/Auto switch to the open position. Damper should open.
Check connection to damper motor if the motor does not move accordingly.
Problem: Text display will not function
Solutions: Ensure the 9 pin cable is securely attached to the display and the PLC.
Problem: Stack temperature reads too high.
Solutions: Ensure J-type thermocouple wire is used to connect control to thermocouple.
This wire is polarity sensitive. Red is – and White is +.
Problem: Text display reads “Sensor out of range”
Solutions: Thermocouple has failed, or became disconnected. Refer to section 6.7

The PLCs input and output LEDs can be a valuable troubleshooting tool. Refer to
applicable section to see which LEDs should be illuminated during the sequencing of the
control. A job-specific I/O list is written at the bottom of the wiring diagram.

B

Appendix C

M6184 Damper Actuator (standard system)
The following sheets give details on mounting, wiring, and the adjustment of end switches.

C

Appendix D

Herculine Damper Actuator Detail (-HD option)
The following sheets give details on mounting, wiring, and the adjustment of end switches.

D

Appendix E

Dwyer TSF High Stack Temperature Limit Control Detail (-TC option)
The following sheets give details on mounting, wiring, and the adjustment of the tempearture
limit control.
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Appendix F

Dwyer 1910 Differential Pressure Switch Detail
The following sheets give details on the Low Draft Pressure switch.
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Appendix G

Dwyer 616 Differential Pressure Transmitter Detail
The following sheets give details on the differential pressure transmitter.
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